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Presentation Notes
I am just going to show you a couple of slides stating what we (CERN T0) see as issues that need to be addressed for the Clouds to be fully functional for the HEP community. These are not just my thoughts abut a list of items that has been built but various CERN IT Groups.



Clouds are a fact: 

• Experiment pilot factories running  workload on public clouds  
– Helix Nebula 

• (future) Site clouds: 
– BNL, CNAF, IN2P3, UViC 
– T0 HLT farms, CERN IT OpenStack 

• How many of the assumptions made in the past are still valid? 
• Need to  address different issues than the previous Hepix 

Virtualisation Working Group 
• Stay, as much as possible, realistic and consistent with industry 

directions 
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Clouds are a fact. Experiment pilot factories are already running workload on commercial clouds. An example of such usage is the Helix Nebula project.High Level Trigger (HLT) Moreover, more and more site clouds are popping up at CERN and elsewhereA new working group would need to address a different set of issues than those that were addressed by the previous Hepix Virtualisation Working group, among other things because some of the assumptions that were made back in 2009 may no longer be valid.At the same time, we should aim (to the extend we can) to be realistic in our goals and consistent with industry standards. 



What is missing for HEP community 

• Accounting 
– Strategy (wall clock instead of CPU) 
– Multi-tenant accounting 
– Integration with APEL (some suggestions in pre-GDB) 

• Scheduling 
– How to deal with limited resources? How to claim resources back? 
– Is a fair share mechanism needed for clouds?...... 

• Federated Identity Management 
– Authentication process across multiple IT systems and Organisations 
– Authorisation process for implementing and enforcing policies 
– Identity Provisioning, De-Provisioning,… convergence with WLCG ? 

• Need to restrict the variety of different cloud access methods? 
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Should identify which cloud features are really needed by the HEP community. From our perspective we see those being:Federated Identity ManagementAccounting:Scheduling:Federated identity provisioningProvisioning is a key element in identity management for enterprises. Account provisioning is triggered within a company's internal trust domain when there is a change in account status for a user. For example, a new user account must be created when a new employee is hired. Or, user account permissions might need modification when an employee changes job roles.DEPROVISIONING IN THE CLOUD :when an employee walks out the door, all of his administrative access shuts down as it closes.  That has been harder to do in the cloud.  Even with SAML tokens and a smathering of open standards for authentication, inconsistent support by SaaS providers and spotty enterprise directory integration leave opportunities for exploitation that simply don’t exist in the on-premise IT world.IDENTITY MAPPING:Manage the multiple user registries and identities that enable a computer user to access multiple applications with a single sign-on. ACCESS METHODS: OpenStack Compute API, Nimbus, EC2, EUCA tools,  ….should them be restrcitive
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